We know you are tired of this pandemic. But, you deserve to be safe. Vaccination is the best way for us all to be safe.

Rest and recover from getting the vaccine. Most of the side effects people experience are minor, like:
- Arm pain
- Tiredness
- Fever
- Headache

Let staff know if you need help treating them.

We know you are tired of this pandemic. But, you deserve to be safe.

Continue to:
- Social distance
- Wear a mask
- Wash your hands

Go to:
- State of Michigan COVID-19 page at michigan.gov/coronavirus
- CDC's COVID-19 vaccine page at bit.ly/cdc_cvac

COVID-19 Vaccines Make Us Stronger
Some vaccines have two shots, like Moderna and Pfizer. The Johnson & Johnson (J&J) vaccine has one shot. All COVID-19 vaccines were tested using proven procedures. You cannot get COVID-19 from any vaccine. Vaccines have already helped millions of people stay safe.

Why should I get the COVID-19 vaccine?
- You deserve to be safe
- You can keep others safe
- Living in a shared space like a shelter can put you at a higher risk of getting or spreading COVID-19
- You can get COVID-19 more than once
- You matter
- Your life matters
- Your health matters

Which vaccine should I take?
- Take any vaccine available!
- Some vaccines have two shots, like Moderna and Pfizer
- The Johnson & Johnson (J&J) vaccine has one shot

Is the vaccine safe?
- YES! Here's why:
  - All COVID-19 vaccines were tested using proven procedures
  - You cannot get COVID-19 from any vaccine
  - Vaccines have already helped millions of people stay safe

How can I get the vaccine?
- All Michiganders eligible for the vaccine can get it for FREE
- Let shelter staff know if you want one
- Vaccinating is a slow process, so be patient while waiting for a vaccine
- Get your second dose if needed - the second dose should not be skipped if you want to protect yourself and others

Want to know more? Visit bit.ly/cdc_cvac_safety